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Abstract — Medical diagnosis is the primary task to determine any kind of disease today. Machine learning concepts and their specified tools in this 

diagnosing is bringing fruitful results.  Recognition systems and various classification approaches of machine learning have helped most of the medical 

experts to draw conclusions easily compared to the traditional practices. Breast cancer is one among the nightmares in most of the women across the 

globe. As breast cancer patients are significantly increasing throughout the recent years, machine learning approaches in the breast cancer analysis (BCA) 

has proven better results in diagnosing the disease. The current context of this paper focuses on the usage of Hybrid machine learning approach with k-

nearest neighbor algorithm breast cancer diagnosis with Wisconsin breast cancer dataset (WBCD). The approach is purely on the basis for performance 

classifications and rendered an accuracy of 99.14% as compared to the previous literature surveys existed. 10-fold cross validations are implemented and 

aptly used to obtain the accuracy. The accuracy results obtained so far are only on the WBCD, but can also be wisely used for several breast cancer 

problems.  

 
Index Terms— Artificial Immune Systems, Breast Cancer, Data Mining, Fuzzy Networks, Machine Learning, K-nn, WBCD 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                

Breast cancer ranked world‘s second largest disease among 

several diseases [1]. This is due to the rapid growth of disease in 

women. Breast cancer in 2002 is also recorded as the most 

popularly growing disease. Over a decade, diagnosis techniques 

have also changed facets to show case effective diagnosis 

mechanism of breast cancer diagnosis. The interesting fact is that 

this effective mechanism of breast cancer diagnosis has increased 

survival percentage in the women [2][21]. It is very clear to state 

that early detection of diseases leads to prevent it rather than 

growing enormously. The sophisticated diagnosing mechanism is 

a boon to increase survival ratio. 

The classifier systems reduced the prolonged diagnosis 

procedures that enrooted for quick decision making through the 

expert systems and decision support systems. This reduced the 

ambiguity among medical practitioners about the disease. 

Classifier systems through AI mechanisms are also a considerable 

issue for BCD at current scenario [22]. 

The paper presents the diagnosis of breast cancer using machine 

learning classifiers. The hybrid machine learning method is a 

combination of k-nearest neighbor algorithm and fuzzy artificial 

immune system. At the initial stages of the hybrid method, data 

reduction process is extensively implemented on k-nn algorithm. 

This greatly enhances the reduction of classification time.  

The hybrid machine learning approach is quietly used over 

WBCD at Irvine machine learning repository [3] from the 

University of California. The WBCD is widely used dataset 

among various researchers that facilitated the current approach to 

compare the performance aspects. The performance metrics is 

calculated on the basis of specificity, sensitivity and classification 

accuracy through 10-fold cross validations. The obtained result 

shown 99.14% over WBCD which is the best outset compared to 

the previous approaches in machine learning.  

The structure of the paper is organized in various sections and 

each section describes specific importance. Section 2 depicts the 

various issues of breast cancer with classifications. Further, 

previous research topics are entailed and instauration to artificial 

immune systems is penned. Section 3 entails the performance 

metrics and proposed hybrid machine learning system. Section 4 

completely focuses on the applications and the results duly 

obtained. Section 5 completely pictures the overall importance of 

the proposed method, its result analysis and some future scope of 

the work. 

2 BACKGROUND 

Parkin et al. on a survey stated a point that the cancer statistics 

were obtained across 20 areas [4] in the world. And among them, 

breast cancer was found to be most prevalent disease. The new 

cases for the breast cancer among women today are increasing in 

a large number in both developed and developing nations. The 

percentile rate of breast cancers among most women is very high 

as subjective to other categories of cancers in the world. The 

basic cause for the origin of cancer is multiplication of cells and 

makes the thinness in the body making malfunctioning activities 

from their regular activities. The symptom is observed basically 

as a mass being formed internally due to rapid cell replication 

process and slowly spoils the entire tissue. Breast cancer is caused 

inside the breast with a mass with gradual development. This can 

be observed and identified as change in the dimension of breast 

size, skintone of breast, mild or severe pain around the formed 

mass of breast. As said ―prevention is better than cure‖, early 

prediction through several diagnosis methods can save lives of 

young and older women from nightmares of breast cancers. The 

diagnosis of the incurred disease can be handled pathologically, 

clinical areas across the skin and tissue types [5]. Non molecular 

based diagnosis generally identifies the type of disease incurred 

and determines the approximate age of the cancer. The data 

source used for the complete survey of this paper is collected 

from repository of UCIML [3]. WBCD is the common dataset 

collected by Dr W.H Wolberg with 683 samples to study the 

breast cancer diagnosis. Other data mining techniques like FPA 

algorithms are also useful in web mining practice can effort on 

different areas of sensible, helpful and internet organizing 

applications for weblog data [24]. 
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Fig 1. Abreast of incidents and mortality rate of cancer affected 

patients in 2017. 

 

Fine needle aspirates are used to obtain the affected areas of the 

breast cancer tissue [6]. The WBCD method also followed the 

same method of fine needle aspirates to collect the 9 samples and 

re-arranged and represented the samples as integer value 

representation ranging from 1 to 10. The 9 featured samples along 

with its integer measured variables are depicted as under. 

A. The mitosis which is one among the measured variable (x9). 

B. The Normal Nucleoli is considered as measured variable 

(x8). 

C. The bland chromatin (x7). 

D. The bare nucleoli (x6).  

E. The single epithelial cell shape and size (x5). 

F. The marginal adhesion variable (x4). 

G. The cell size and shape variable (x3), (x2) as uniformity 

measure. 

H. The thickness of the clump as a measured variable (x1). 

A total of 239 datasets found are very malignant and remaining 

444 samples pertaining to benign.  

 

2.1 Previous research 

Classification system approach is one among the prominent 

clinical diagnosis method, and the same is also applied for breast 

cancer diagnosis. Quinlan obtained 94.74% with this approach by 

using the datasets from UCC machine learning repository. 

Quinlan opted 10 cross-fold validations with c4.5 decision tree 

method [7] to obtain this accuracy. On the other hand Hamilton et 

al. implemented RIAC methodology [8] to obtain 96% of 

accuracy. Linear discrete analysis [LDA] was another approach 

used by Dobnikar and Ster to obtain 96.8% [9]. SVM (support 

vector machine) analysis resulted 97.2% [10] used by Blue and 

Bennet. The most popular technique called Neuro fuzzy logic was 

used by Kruse and Nauck resulted only 95.06% [11]. Fuzzy-GA 

method [12] by Sipper and Pena-Rayes generated 97.36% [12]. 

Compared to the other models Neuro-Rule method [13] used by 

Setino plotted 98.1% much betteresults. Goodman et.al followed 

several methodologies to the problem that paved for different 

levels of accuracies. Optimized – LVQ method produced 96.7% 

metrics while big-LVQ method produced only 96.8%, which has 

.1% better results but has no great impact compared to former 

Big-LVQ method. AIRS, contrarily the another methodology 

purely depends on the artificial immune system meticulously 

obtained 97.2% accuracy [14]. Other fellow researchers like 

Szeifert and Abonyi used the technique of SFC (Supervised 

Fuzzy Clustering) and thus obtained only 95.57% [15] accuracy 

levels.  

 

2.2 Natural and Artificial Immune system 

The natural immune system has several components set along 

different parts of the body. It uses centralized and novel pattern 

detection system to detect the responses from the body. Besides, 

Natural Immune system builds and develops body immunity 

system through adaptive immune mechanisms. On the contrary, 

adaptive immune system has different functional components 

like, self-regulation mechanism, memory, diversity and 

acquisitions. The system is build on the basis of T and B 

lymphocytes cell classes. B lymphocytes class cells are of very 

useful because of their secreted antibodies (Ab‘s).  

 
Fig. 2 Activity of Immune response [16] 

Fig. 2 depicts the working structure of Immune system. The 

macrophages also known as (Apc‘s) antigen presenting cells has 

the capability to travel all parts of the body. During their presence 

and mobility across the body parts, if they encounter any 

antigens, the macrophages fragment the incurred antigens in to 

the simple peptides (1). (MHC) Major Histo Compatability 

complex is a method rendered to observe the particles of peptides 

present on a cell display. On the other hand, T-cells are employed 

to activate the smallest particles of peptides (11) and discrete alert 

signals to other components set in the body. B cells on the 

contrary, alerts itself from received signals of T cells through 

antigens (IV) and transforms plasma cells (V). Antigen antibody 

(VI) [16] is further neutralized and destructed in the body by 

bonding the existing antigens through secreted Abs.  
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Artificial immune system (AIS) area is the newest field for 

research activity. The AIS is said to be originated for research in 

1990‘s. AIS is bonded together with most of the computational 

complex areas like neural networks, Artificial intelligence and 

particularly Artificial life. B cell existence and transformation in 

the AIS is the most valued and significant issue which also had 

been using for different representational models. Among several 

models, shape-space representation played a significant role for 

AIS [17]. 

The internal and several relationships among existing antigens 

(AGS) is quantitatively measured by the shape-space 

representation. It also categorizes the duly foreign agents and 

elements that enter in to the body. Detection of antibodies-

microbes is also performed by shape space representation. A 

generalized shape is called molecule is framed by a group of 

features. The existing molecules and their degree of angle is done 

by (Ag-Ab) antigens-antibodies representations. The distance 

vector is further quant sized between the molecules. The 

quantized shape size and angle of a molecule is denoted as M= 

{m1,m2, . . . , mL},  where  all the molecules are aligned on a point 

scale n dimensional shape space (M ∈ S
L
). In the current context 

of the paper, all the real strings are brought together to reassemble 

molecules. Antibodies and Antigens are supposed to be of similar 

length n. The outcome of the length of is judged by the structure 

of the existing definition of problem. 

3 THE PROPOSED HYBRID SYSTEM. 

The concept of machine learning systems clearly depicts the 

simplicity of the usage of the k-nn algorithm. It is very popular to 

understand that during the training process using k-nn algorithm, 

data is very consistent and very stable. The simplicity and verdict 

of k-nn algorithm lead to the different usages. Besides several 

advantages there were mere demerits with respect to k-nn 

algorithm. The algorithm takes large amount of time to process 

complex issues for large data sets. Though it is time consuming, it 

would be a helping hand in the medical diagnosis field. Efforts 

were made on k-nn algorithm to reduce the time complexity by 

supplementing the Artificial intelligence algorithm (AIS 

algorithm) on it over training of data. Foreign invaders are being 

received by the immune cells in the body. The immune cells later 

responses on the foreign invaders based on their grouping and 

activities. Thus grouping of foreign bodies has become an active 

role in our approach for designing the reduction algorithm. The 

waiting stage in the proposed approach is rendered to eradicate 

the negative effects in the distance algorithm.  

 

3.1 The K-nn Algorithm. 

Instance based methods refers to the collection of various samples 

being projected to the system.  Collection of various samples 

includes system parameters, data sets and other classification 

units. The k-nn algorithm represents all the collected samples in 

the form of N-dimensional space representation [RN] [18][23]. 

All the nearest neighboring elements in the space representation 

are represented using Euclidean distance method. Among several 

inputs, let us consider x as an input sample represented using 

vector space representation. The input sample x represents the 

sequence of functions as (a1(x), a2(x), . . . , an(x)). The below 

formula entails the variable lengths from xi and xj is d(xi, xj) and 

is termed as Euclidean distance. 

 

 (      )     √∑   

 

   

    )       ))
                                   

 

f (·) is the most predominantly used function in the k-nn 

algorithm. Generally, f (xi ), here in the approach is considered as 

class for the collected samples. Function f (xi ), is transformed to f 

(x) in the algorithm if all the training data and their corresponding 

classes are termed as System units.  

All the sampled units are represented using the above represented 

equation 1.  

(xi, f (xi ))is assumed to be example function in the training 

example. All the several functions are gradually added to the 

training examples list.  

Classification:  

Let x1, x2, . . . ,xk denote k instances from training samples that are 

nearest to xq. 

Return,  

    )        ∈  
       

∑        

 

   

))                                              

Where     )                           )     
The proposed method during its training generated memory units 

which are further considered as system units. These system units 

are used in the algorithm during the classification phase. The 

detailed explanation about the formed memory units by AIS 

during data reduction stage is given below. 

 

3.2 Used AIS data reduction algorithm 

The cells of the immune system are very capable enough to 

cluster the incoming samples. After clustering the samples in 

huge size are catered to AIS algorithm. The duly formed memory 

units with the training samples are termed as Abs and are 

implemented as classifying units. The pedagogy for the algorithm 

is as follows. 

1.1 Identify length between the Agi and Abs using the equation 

no:3, where Agi is a class and Abs are the memory units. 

 

  √∑    

 

   

              )
                                              

 

Here                are the kth ascribe of           

respectively,      depicts kth ascribe weight that restricts to 

    , j= i…..Mc, where Mc is the number of memory Abs 

for related class.  

1.2 Reinstate to step1, if the calculated distances in which the 

minimum distance at the top is less than the suppression 

value (supp) which is the threshold value.  

1.3 For each iteration dc: a memory is being formed for Agi that 

is Ab. 

1.3.1 Generate Ab population and measure the length from Abs to 

Agi, where Ab= Ab mem; Ab_rand.  

1.3.2 Plot all the nearest lengths, represented as m from Abs to 

Agi. Further, clone Abs(Ab_mutate) using mutate.  

1.3.3 Ab_mutate population holds all the nearest lengths m of 

Abs to Agi. Ab_mem is considered to be the interim 

memory population.   

1.3.4 Candidate memory is denoted as Ab_cand which is 

considered as the shortest lengths from Ab to Agi. 
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Continue the iterative process till the lengths reaches to 

the verge value  asstopping criterion (sc). 

1.3.5 Map the Ab_cand to the memory matrix and name it as Ab 

1.4 And then, the training is stopped.  

The hyper mutation act is implemented harmonically to the 

lengths of the two cells.  

     
              

        )                                                               

The latest value      
  is framed by the       of k

th
 ascribe of j

th
 

Ab. The new length between       to      is noted as Dj and i.  

Training samples are being formed by the resulted memory Abs 

in the algorithm of k-nn. In the training algorithm above, if the 

number and location of the memory Abs in the sample space is 

well adjusted then they transmit similar training samples. 

Through supplementary parameter and mutation mechanism, the 

above adjustment is been realize. The classification performance 

is affected by the number of memory Abs in a great deal. Very 

less number of memory units are not sufficient to handle and store 

the training samples.   

The primary focus of the usage of the classification mechanism is 

the length that appears in collateral degrees either with data 

reduction stage or without data reduction stage. As the distance is 

being dominated by the irrelevant features, the distance base 

avenues have a limitation. If shape space creates the attributed 

values in the existing class, then, this bottleneck is referred as 

‗curse of dimensionality‘. The presented samples can be 

recognized and classified by different system units by distance 

based approaches in the above mentioned situations. The 

following feature weighting procedure was conducted prior to 

data reduction stage. This kind of training procedure helps in 

identifying any possibilities of the occurrence of the classification 

problems.  

3.3 Training the weights using Fuzzy approach: 

The parented old values give rise to the new values with enriched 

features by training the weights in fuzzy weighting procedure. 

Two types of membership functions are broadly used as part of 

procedure. These are commonly known as input and output 

membership functions. The input and output functions resembles 

the shape of triangle.These membership functions formation is 

realized as follows: In the first stage, using all of the samples, 

each feature‘s mean value is being calculated.  

   
 

 
∑     

 
              5 

Here     is the ith feature value of sample    k =1,2,….N,. The 

input membership function is duly formed as triangles after the 

calculation of the sample means for each feature. The support of 

these are determined by mi/8, mi/4, mi/2, mi, 2*8mi, 4*mi, 8*mi 

as shown in figure. The lines of input membership functions are 

given as mf1, mf2, mf3………,mf8. The outputs generated are 

caused by eight input member functions. The output membership 

function again has eight parts formed membership functions. The 

corresponding lines are again named, since the interval [0,1] is 

divided into eight equal parts. 

Table 1. The Fuzzy rule approach for the proposed system. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. If the I/P value  converges mf 1 and mf 2 then O/P value = 

(mf1‘(y) + mf 2‘(y))/2 

2. If the I/P value  convergesmf 2 and mf 3 then  O/P value = (mf 

2‘(y) + mf 3‘(y))/2 

3. If the I/P value  convergesmf 3 and mf 4 then  O/P value  = (mf 

3‘(y) + mf 4‘(y))/2 

4. If the I/P value  convergesmf 4 and mf 5 then  O/P value = (mf 

4‘(y) + mf 5‘(y))/2 

5. If the I/P value  convergesmf 5 and mf 6 then  O/P value = (mf 

5‘(y) + mf 6‘(y))/2 

6. If the I/P value  convergesmf 6 and mf 7 then  O/P value = (mf 

6‘(y) + mf 7‘(y))/2 

7. If the I/P value  convergesmf 7 and mf 8 then  O/P value = (mf 

7‘(y) + mf 8‘(y))/2. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The weighting procedure is carried out only after the assessment 

of the individual features of the membership functions. Here the 

membership functions are termed to be the both input and output 

functions.  For a feature value, assume xkji,  that is for i
th
 feature 

value of xk sample, this value is taken as in the x axis of input 

membership function and y values are determined at a point at 

which xkji cuts the input membership functions. For instance, if 

this feature value is between 0 and mi/8, then this point will cut 

both line mf1 and mf2. All the points represented on the y axis 

are considered as membership values (u), then, they will be 

trained using fuzzy based rule. The points of convergence play 

vital in identifying the input membership functions. U(i) is the 

first input membership function as indentified by the point of 

convergence.  

   )      (    )         ((    )   (    ))      ∈          

Here  
 
(    )         

 
(    ) are the points duly formed by the 

convergence activity. The implementation protocol is indicated as 

shown in Table 1. By using equation (6) for     feature value, u(i) 

value is determined. And then, by using output membership 

functions and rules in table 1, the output value is determined. The 

formed input function u(i) is initially projected to the output 

membership function, and determine weight as the final stage. 

The output membership function takes the above membership 

value as a point in y axis and in the case of input membership 

functions, the intersection points are determined which are cut by 

this membership value. It is obvious that are more than one 

intersection points from output membership functions. From the 

rules of the table 1 the membership functions are decided. For 

instance, if in input membership functions the input feature value 

cuts mf1 and mf2 lines then the mean of two points that u(i) cuts 

mf1‘ and mf2‘ at the output membership functions will be the 

output value for this feature. 

3.4 Measure for performance evaluation: 

The classification accuracy in this study was measured according 

to [19]: 

          )     
∑          )

 
   

| |
       ∈                              

 

         )               
                 )     

 

 

The data items set that has to be classified is denoted by ‗T‘. The 

class of item ‗t‘ is symbolized by toT, t.c classify (t) returns the 

‗t‘ classification by AIRS.  

In two class problems, apart from this classification accuracy, 

specificity and sensitivity measures are also given. They are 

defined as  

              
  

      
                                                         

 

              
  

      
                                                         

Here, the true positive is TP and true negative is TN. On the other 

hand, false positive is FP and false negative is FN. 
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3.5 The k-Fold cross validations: 

Most of the researchers use this k-fold cross validation for more 

valuable results of test. The bias related to the random sampling 

of training is lessen in this k-fold cross validation [20]. And the 

entire data is partitioning into k subsets roughly of same size. The 

algorithm of classification is examined and trained for k times. 

One of the subset is taken as test data and the remaining subsets 

are gathered for training data in every case. For each training test 

there will be k dissimilar results of test. The algorithms test 

accuracy is given by the average of all these ‗k‘ dissimilar results 

[20]. In implementation, k-fold cross validation is used as 10-fold 

cross validations.  

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

In the proposed system, the key parameter that has to be 

determined is the total accuracy of the classification obtained with 

the usage of the memory Abs. The parameter‘s value is within the 

range of [0,1] and it is inversely proportional to the number of 

Abs is very low and vice versa. The performance of classification 

is affected by the usage of number of Abs used. The key 

parameter value is selected within the range of 0-1. According to 

the figure.3, to get the highest classification accuracy, the supp 

parameter value must be within 0.10-0.18 and for this memory 

Abs varies between the range of 250 and 20. For highest 

classification accuracy i.e 99.14%, 0.15 is the value of supp 

parameter. For maximum classification ‗k‘ value is taken as 5 and 

memory Abs required are 100 approximately. The classifiers 

describe the performance parameters of this value. Among all the 

classifiers that are reported in literature, the fuzzy-AIS-KNN used 

over the WBCD produced the highest classification accuracy. 

Table 2 shows the accuracy obtained with the proposed method 

over several researches. 

 

 
Fig.3 obtained precisions with proposed system.  

 
Table2 - precisions with respect to the proposed system over 

several surveys. 

 

In this table, the highest classification accuracy method is our 

approach among all the classifiers. For comparison, cross 

validation used methods are taken because it gives viable 

outcomes.  

The gained accuracy percentage is 97.20 which is 1.94% little 

increment to former surveys. Even little improvement in the 

medical diagnosis is considerable to uplift lifespan of humans. 

For more efficient results, voluminous data may be trained in 

training phase, then, it can be used by experts in diagnosis 

problems for decision making.  

5 CONCLUSION 

By improving the expert system and ML tools, these inventions 

are more applicable day by day. One among them is a medical 

field. Sometimes it is difficult for making decisions in medical 

field. Under such circumstances classification systems provide 

data that has to be examined in more detailed and consume lesser 

time.  

As per analysis among different types of cancers, Breast cancer is 

widespread. On the other hand, if it diagnosed in early stage there 

is more chance of curing it. ML method was introduced for 

diagnosing the breast cancer. This method is composed of k-nn 

algorithm and AIS developed data reduction algorithm. Besides 

data reduction algorithm, a fuzzy weighting procedure is also 

aptly implemented. The comparison of our proposed 

methodology is done on the basis of selection of WBCD data set. 

Using 10-fold cross validation, the classification accuracy is 

99.14%. In WBCD 10-fold cross validation is at highest accuracy. 

For any problem of breast cancer, our proposed system can be 

used and for large data sets and the classification accuracy shall 

also be maximized.  
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